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WHO   WE   ARE

OUR   BRAND

Artists + engineers. Visionaries + pragmatists. Rule followers + troublemakers. KARMA is driven to 
transform the industry through our inventive approach, our timeless offerings and our commitment to our 
elite community of owners. Every millimeter, intentional. Every moment, exceptional. Every vehicle, a 
masterpiece. We’re not simply manufacturing vehicles — we’re crafting unforgettable experiences 
meant to create continuous awe for our drivers, building masterworks of art that become extensions of 
our drivers’ souls. 

ABOUT   KARMA   AUTOMOTIVE 

KARMA Automotive is an ultra-luxury vehicle company that engineers, designs and manufactures its 
electric and range-extended electric vehicles in Southern California. Headquartered in Irvine, with a 
production facility up the road in Moreno Valley, KARMA’s dealer network includes North America, 
Europe, South America and the Middle East. 



THE   STORY   OF   KAVEYA. 

We set out on a journey — not to create the perfect 
vehicle or even the perfect company. Instead, we 
embarked upon a quest to create the perfect experience: 
every detail, every touch, every possibility. The result?  
The unparalleled Kaveya. In a word? Sublime.

2025   KAVEYA   
Purpose + Possibility

AMERICAN   SUBLIME,   
DEFINED.  

A design that feels both 
reminiscent and 
transcendent. A driving 
experience aimed to thrill 
and comfort. Features 
that anticipate and care 
for every need. This is not 
an automobile. It is an 
extension of you.



KAVEYA    
SPECIFICATIONS

<3.0 sec*

0 - 60 mph

~180 mph*

Top Speed

1180 hp
Combined Horsepower

>250 miles*

Range

* Based on simulation and early testing. Figures are estimates only.

Wheelbase 107"

Length 187.7"

Width 78.8"

Height 49.4" 

Curb Weight (est): 5300 lb

Dimensions

Construction Aluminum Spaceframe

Body Panels Carbon Fiber

Suspension Aluminum SLA

Chassis 

Combined Torque 1270 lb.ft

Battery Capacity HV 120 kWh

Charging Time (10 - 80%) 45 min

Powertrain 



2025   KAVEYA    
DIMENSIONS

4,767 mm

4,767 mm

2,002 mm 2,002 mm

1,255 mm

2,002 mm

1,044 mm

1,712 mm 1,652 mm

1,005 mm2,718 mm



2025   KAVEYA    
DIMENSIONS

3,258 mm

2,060 mm

2,002 mm

2,718 mm
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